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1. Introduction

In 1955 Federer IF] constructed a spectral sequence relating the homotopy
groups of the space of maps from a CW complex X into a space Y to the co-
homology groups of X with coefficients in the homotopy groups of Y. In this
paper we present an analogous spectral sequence for certain spaces of PL
embeddings of a simplicial complex K into a PL manifold M. In order to
measure only the difference between the mapping spaces and the embedding
spaces, we will consider relative homotopy groups.

Let A" denote the standard n-simplex. A map F: K x A" - M x A" is
level-preserving if it commutes with projection on the second factor; it is block-
preserving if it takes K x P to M x P for all faces P of A". Let (K, M)
denote the A-set (see [R-S] for definition) whose n-simplices are block-preserving
maps ofK x A" into M x A". Let C(K, M) be the sub-A-set whose n-simplices
are level-preserving maps and let PL(K, M) be the sub-A-set whose n-simplices
are block-preserving PL embeddings. Finally let PL(K, M) be C(K, M)c
PL(K, M); it is the usual A-set of PL embeddings of K into M. Let K be a
k-complex with skeleta Kq and let M be a PL m-manifold. Let f: K - M be a
fixed PL embedding of K into M, to serve as base point for homotopy groups.
We assume throughout that k _< m 3.

THEOREM 1. There is a spectral sequence Epq such that for n >_ 3 the terms

Epq, p + q n form a composition series for rc,((K, M), PL(K, M), f). ff
M is (p + 3q m + 1)-connected then there is a map

b" E2p - Hz(p+2((Kq x IP+)*, 72(p+2q)(sm+P+q)),

where X* is the quotient space ofX x X A by the free Z2-action which inter-
changes coordinates and the coefficients are local in a bundle described below,
such that k-1(0) 0 ifp / 4q < 2m 3.

In Section 2 we derive some results about PL(K, M), including a covering
n-concordance theorem for polyhedra. In Section 3 we define the spectral
sequence and obtain convergence and vanishing results. Section 4 contains the
definition of the map by which one obtains information about the E2 term,
and some examples are given in Section 5.
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2. Fibrations and exact sequences

Let I" be the n-fold product of I [0, ] with itself. A face P of I" is a subset
of the form

{(xl,. x,) x 0 or for at least one value of i}.

The face {(xl,..., x,_ 1, 0)} will be identified with I"- 1, and c l(Ol" 1"- 1)
will be called J"-1. A map F: K x I" --, M x I" is face preserving if

F-a(M x P) K x P

for all faces P of I"; it is level-preserving if it commutes with projection onto I".
It will be convenient to replace A" by I" in the A-sets described in the introduc-
tion. Then an element of n,PL(K, M; f) (respectively n,PL(K, M; f)) is repre-
sented by a PL face-preserving (respectively level-preserving) embedding F of
K x I" into M I" such that for OI", F(x, t) f(x). The n-simplices of
PL(K, M) are called n-concordances; the n-simplices of PL(K, M) are called
n-isotopies; and a 1-isotopy is called an isotopy. Aut (M) is the sub-A-set of
PL(M, M) whose n-simplices are level-preserving homeomorphisms. An
n-simplex of Aut (M) is called an ambient n-isotopy. If F: X x I" Y x I"
is an n-isotopy, then Ft: X --, Yis defined by F(x, t) (Ft(x), t). Some known
facts about these A-sets are that

rc.(PL(K, M), PL(K, M); f) 0

if K is a PL k-manifold and k + n _< m- 2 (Morlet [M]) and that if
k < m 3themap

p: Aut (M) PL(K, M; f)

given byp(H) H(f x 1) is a Kan fibration, where denotes the identity map.
This means that given a level-preserving PL embedding

G K x I M x I

and a level-preserving PL homeomorphism

g:M x j,-1 M x

such that G K x J"-1 g (f x 1) there is a PL level-preserving homeo-
morphism H: M I" M x I" such that

Ho(fx 1) G and HIM x J"-x =g.

This is a consequence of Hudson’s Covering n-Isotopy Theorem [H3]. We wish
to establish a similar result for PL(K, M).

THEOREM 2 (Covering n-Concordance Theorem).
be a face-preserving PL embedding such that

Let F: K x I" --, M x I"

F-I(OM x I")= Ko x I"
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for some subcomplex Ko of K and F IKo x I"= (Fo Ko)x 1.
k < m 3 there is a face-preserving ambient isotopy

Then if

H:M x I x IM x I x L
fixing OQ x Inw Q x 0, such that HaF= Fo x 1. 1fin addition, F IK x
jn-1 Fox 1, then we may assume Hfixed on Q x jn-1.

Note. By induction onmtheconditionthatFlXo x I FolKo x lis
no restriction if dim Xo < m 4.

Proof. By induction on n we may assume that after a face-preserving ambient
isotopy ofM x In, fixed on 0M x I w M x 0, we have

F K x jn-l Ko I =Fo x 1.

Then we apply Rourke’s Concordance Implies Isotopy Theorem [R] to the
-concordance

F: (K x In-l) I (M x In-l) X I

to get an ambient isotopy H of M x In, fixed on

M x In-1 x OO(M x I ) x I= OM x In wM x jn-a

such that H1F Fox 1. Since H is the identity for all faces of I except one,
H is face-preserving.

COROLLARY. The restriction map L(K, M; f) L(K_ a, M; f) is a Kan
fibration.

Proof SupposeG:K_l x In M x I andy:K x jn- _M x jn-1

are face-preserving PL embeddings such that

GIK_a jn-1 alK-x x J"-a.

By induction and the above theorem we may assume y K x jn- f x 1.
If H is the ambient isotopy of the above theorem such that HaF f x 1, then
H K x I is the desired lift of G.

THEOREM 3. Let

F----.E --LB and F’---E’B’
be a pair of Kan fibrations of A-sets, in which F’, E’, and B’
F, E, and B respectively, with p E’ p’ and F’ E’ c F.
exact sequence-- n(F, F’) nn(E, E’) -* ten(B, B’) -* re,,_ a(F, F’)

are sub-A-sets of
Then there is an

zc3(B, B’) rc(F, F’) --, n2(E, E’).
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Proofi Consider the following diagram, in which the first line is the first
homotopy sequence of the triad (E, E’, F), the bottom line is the homotopy
sequence of the pair (B, B’), and all the vertical maps are induced by p"

By the 5-Lemma p," n,(E, E’, F) rc.(B, B’) is an isomorphism for n _> 3.
Therefore the second exact sequence of (E, E’, F) becomes the sequence of the
theorem.

3. The spectral sequence

Let {Kq} denote the q-skeleta ofKand letf: K M be a PL embedding. We
also letf stand for the restriction off to any K. Let

E if_, (Kq, M; f), E PL(K, M; f),

B C(K_ 1, M, f), B PL(K_ 1, M; f),

F C(K, M mod K_ ;f), F PL(K, M mod K_ ;f)

where an n-simplex of C(K, M mod K_ 1) is a face-preserving map K x I" --,

M x I" which agrees withf x on Kq_ x I". We note that"

(1)
(2)

(3)

Bq E_, Ea c F F’
F E Bq is a Kan fibration and by the corollary to Theorem 2,
F E Ba is a Kan fibration.
Therefore, by Theorem 3 there is for each q an exact sequence

where i, j, and k come from the proof of Theorem 3.

We now define an exact couple as follows"

Let

Let

ifq > 0andp + q > 3
otherwise.

(rc,+(Fq, F) if q >_ 0 and p + q > 3
Ep {j(np++l(B,B)) ifq >_ 0andp + q 2

otherwise.
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It is straightforward to cheek that if D )p,qDpq and E p,qE, then the
triangle

D

is exact, where i, j, k are induced from the corresponding homomorphisms in the
various exact sequences. Note that the bidegrees of i, j, and k are (1, -1)
(-2, 1), and (0, 0) respectively. In the standard way (see I-Hm], among others)
the exact couple (D, E, i, j, k) gives rise to an E2 spectral sequence (i.e., E2 E)
with differentials {d" Erpq --* Ep-r, q+r- 1}"
Next we show that the above spectral sequence converges strongly. The

argument here is like that of Federer IF]. The restriction map induces for each
p a homomorphism

rq" rCp+q(E, ’) --. rrp+(E, E),

where E (7(K, M; f) and E’ PL(K, M; f). Let G be the kernel of r.
THEOREM 4.

rq,+(E, E’) Gp+q+l,-x ::::’ G+q,o =’"= ap+q-k,k "--0

andforp + q > 3 and r > max {q + 2, k q}, Epq G,+I,_a/G,.

Proof The first statement is easy to check. For the second, we recall that if

D(r) i(,’)> D(r)

k(r) (r) j(r)

E

denotes the couple obtained from

E

by deriving r 2 times; then D(; im i(’- ) and i(’) D(’), so

/(r)i(r)rq rq_ n:,+q(/, E’) --, .,+,q_

forp + q 3. Then

ker it’)lD r(G,+.q_) for r k- q,

and ker r G+ ,_ Gq, so ker <’) D<; G,+ ._/G.
Finally, the (r 2)-nd derived couple contains the exact sequence

p+ 1, q-
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in which the left-hand term is 0 for r > q + 2. Therefore, k’) is an isomorphism
ofE onto ker tr), and the theorem is proved.

COROLLARY. E Ofor q > k, p + q > 3.

4. The E2 term

For any PL m-manifold M, let N be a regular neighborhood of the diagonal
AM in M x M which is invariant under the Z2-action on M x M of the
map a(x, y) (y, x). Let T(M) be the space obtained by collapsing to a
point 09 the closure of M x M N. Let ( be a point in AM; then T(M)
(AM () can be deformed onto a sphere S with a Z2-action a’ fixing the poles
and 09, and the deformation is equivariant with respect to the action induced

on T(M) by a. The action ’ is also induced from , and is the suspension of the
antipodal map on the equator of Sm. Let y" K M be a general position map
which is an embedding on Ko. Then # induces an equivariant map

t K 2 a x_a M 2 T (M )

such that (K2- Ak) AM has dimension 2m- k. If M is (2m- k)-
connected there is a homotopy taking this set to ,, and by covering the homotopy
we may assume that (K2 Ak) AM c {}. By picking the neighborhood N
small enough we may assume that .(Ko x Ko Aro) c {co}. Therefore .
induces a map " K2 Ak -- Sm, equivariant with respect to the actions of a
on K2 A/ and t’ on Sm, and if M is (2k m + 1)-connected, the equi-
variant homotopy class of g is uniquely determined. Let K* (K2 Ak)/O

Sand consider the bundle (K A) z - K*, where is the Z
action on Sm. Then equivariant homotopy classes of maps of K A into S
correspond in a one-to-one fashion to homotopy classes rel K of sections of
this bundle which agree with the constant (at co) section s on K, and therefore
[E-S] with elements of H2k(K*, K; 2k(Sm)) where the coefficients are local
coefficients in the bundle o. Let ss denote the section corresponding to
f: K2 Al -- Sm. Relative versions of theorems of Harris [H1] show that if

S is homotopic to s,o rel K’, then g is homotopic to an embedding rel Ko,
provided 3k < 2m 3.
We now return to the spectral sequence. Let fl E2pq np+ q(Fq, F’) for

p + q _> 3, q _> 0. Then fl is represented by a face-preserving map

G’Kq x IP+q- M x Ip+q

such that
El Kq.-a x Ip+q w Kq x c3Ip+q f x 1.

Then as above G defines an equivariant map of (K x p,+)2 into Sm+’+ if
M is (p + 3q m + 1)-connected, and G(Kq_ x P’+ w K x OP’+) co.
Therefore, G determines a section of g which agrees with so on

(K_ x I+ w Kq x OIt’+q)*
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and so determines an element y of

Hz(p+ 2q)((Kq x It’+q)*, (Kq_

where the coefficients are local in 6 Since

dim (Kq_, x IP+qw Kq x OP’+q)* < 2(p + 2q- 1),

the exact cohomology sequence of a pair shows that the inclusion map

j" (Kq x It’+q)* ((K, x It’+q)*, (K._ x I+q Kq x OP’+q)*)

induces an isomorphismj* on the cohomology groups in dimension 2(p + 2q).
We define $(fl) j*(). Then if $(fl) 0 and p + 4q < 2m 3, G is homo-
topic, keeping

K_ x It’+q Ka x OI+

fixed to an embedding, so fl 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

5. Examples

Throughout this section, we assume that M is (4k m + 1)-connected.

Example 1. Since 2(p+2q)(Sm+p+q) 0 for p + 3q < m, we have Eq
E2q 0forp + q < m- 2k. (Theorem applies sincek < m 3implies
p + 4q < 2m- 3 here.) Since Eq 0 for q > k, we conclude that for
3 < n < m- 2k, p + q nimpliesEq 0. Therefore

z((K,Q;f),PL(K,Q;f)) 0 for3 < n < m 2k,

and we recover the result obtainable by general position.

Example 2. Suppose K is a k-manifold, and n m 2k. Then the only
possible nonzero term in the composition series for n((K, re;f), PL(K, M;f)
is E_ 3k, k. But

2 H2(m-k)((K im- 2k),. Z) 0Em_3k, k
--) X

since (K x I 2k). is an open 2(m k)-manifold. Therefore

=,((K, M; f), PL(K, M; f)) 0 for3 _< n_< m- 2k.

Furthermore, since K is a manifold we can apply Morlet’s Theorem to get

(C(K, M; f),PL(K, M; f)) 0 ifn < m- k + 2.

We can put this together with some of Federer’s results IF] to get information
on the homotopy groups of embedding spaces, for example if =(M) G and
(M) 0 for :/: j, then for 3 < n _< rn 2k we have

n.(PL(K, M; f)) H-"(K; G).
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Example 3. Let T be a triod and let K T x 12, M E9. Repeated use
of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence shows that H12((K x i3)., Z)= 0. This
implies that E2o3 0 in the spectral sequence, so we get

7r3((g E9), PL(K, E9)) 0.

Example 4. A number of examples can be concocted from the following
general theorem, which will be proved elsewhere. Following Akin [A] we
define the intrinsic i-skeleton It(K) of a complex K to be {x K there is a tri-
angulation of K such that x is contained in the interior of a j-simplex, j < ).

THEOREM 4. Let K be afinite simply connected k-complex with Hk(K; Z) 0
such that It(K) O for <_ 3. Then H2k(K*; Z) O.

The idea of the proof is to show that under these conditions K x K A is
simply connected, and then use the spectral sequence of a covering to show that
HI(K x K A; Z) 0 implies H2k(K*; Z) 0.
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